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Affirmative: SUBJECT + [VERB + ed*]

Date: ____________

Affirmative: SUBJECT + [VERB + ed*]

Negative: SUBJECT + did not + [VERB]

Negative: SUBJECT + did not + [VERB]

Interrogative: Did + SUBJECT + [VERB]

Interrogative: Did + SUBJECT + [VERB]

*Spelling rules: +ed, +d, change y to i + ed, do not change y + ed & double final consonant + ed

*Spelling rules: +ed, +d, change y to i + ed, do not change y + ed & double final consonant + ed

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb in simple past tense.

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb in simple past tense.

1.

I _________________ (play) handball last weekend.

1.

I _________________ (play) handball last weekend.

2.

Alexander Graham Bell _________________ (invent) the radio.

2.

Alexander Graham Bell _________________ (invent) the radio.

3.

He _________________ (live) in France.

3.

He _________________ (live) in France.

4.

Isaac Newton _________________ (die) in 1727.

4.

Isaac Newton _________________ (die) in 1727.

5.

They _________________ (cry) uncontrollably at the funeral.

5.

They _________________ (cry) uncontrollably at the funeral.

6.

My sister _________________ (stay) at home last night.

6.

My sister _________________ (stay) at home last night.

7.

Mitsuki ________________________ (not / answer) the question.

7.

Mitsuki ________________________ (not / answer) the question.

8.

Tony _________________ (wash) his car yesterday.

8.

Tony _________________ (wash) his car yesterday.

9.

Did they _________________ (help) their sister?

9.

Did they _________________ (help) their sister?

10. Her aunt _________________ (cook) rice with some fresh parsley.

10. Her aunt _________________ (cook) rice with some fresh parsley.

11. Yesterday I _________________ (study) French all evening.

11. Yesterday I _________________ (study) French all evening.

12. Last year I _________________ (visit) a lots of interesting places.

12. Last year I _________________ (visit) a lots of interesting places.

13. What did you _________________ (prepare) for Mother’s day?

13. What did you _________________ (prepare) for Mother’s day?

14. I _________________ (listen) to radio yesterday.

14. I _________________ (listen) to radio yesterday.

15. They _________________ (dance) all night.

15. They _________________ (dance) all night.

16. On her arm, she _________________ (carry) a small basket.

16. On her arm, she _________________ (carry) a small basket.

17. Noah and Claire _________________ (plan) to take Mrs. Bell to dinner.

17. Noah and Claire _________________ (plan) to take Mrs. Bell to dinner.

18. Why ________________________ (not / call) me back?

18. Why ________________________ (not / call) me back?

19. Carl _________________ (stop) and ________________ (turn) to face him.

19. Carl _________________ (stop) and ________________ (turn) to face him.
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